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About This Game

Awe of Despair is a survival horror game which puts you in the shoes of a man who decides to ignore the stigma of the number
13. The goal of this game is to provide the player with a deeply immersive horror experience. You wake up in an apartment and
quickly realize find strange things occurring. You will run into disturbing creatures, discover weapons, and solve puzzles as you

battle your way out of this parallel world.

Awe of Despair is a first-person survival horror shooter that offers a hardcore and immersive experience. There is no crosshair
and minimal HUD.

This game is not suitable for children or those who are easily disturbed.
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Title: Awe of Despair
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Reliant
Publisher:
Reliant
Release Date: 22 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,8.1,10 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4460, 2.70GHz or AMD FX-6300 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or AMD Radeon R7 260x

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 11 GB available space
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Go ahead to uninstall it!. The game feels so aimless, trying to find anything is ridiculous and if you die it's game over and back
to the very start. There should be a save system. There is apparently some sort of negative disease progression system, wouldn't
know, never survived that long.. Good products except for the headlights barely work. Unless there's a reliable fix, don't drive at
night too much.... I really love this game recording software! It's simple to set up and it's easy to use for me! I mostly use this
recording software to record my gameplay for my YouTube channel! It's awesome and it has everything I want in a game
recording software. I love it! I definitely recommend buying this software if you're interested in recording games. :). this game
is amazing. I love the graghics and the whole dynamic world that your in. the storyline is cool to. I would definatley buy this if
you love sandbox space simulater games. this game is Cool Clues may be Hard but i will get about the Clues if there would be
More Players to Play this so i Recommend to Play This game. I didn't test the plane yet because my Norton Anti-Virus indicated
that the file "falcon configuration.exe" carried a Backdoor.Graybird signature. Did the developer tested this file against relevant
AV systems? I don't know if it is safe to run it and at the end I paid a good money to have a virus?. I enjoyed the game (I
confess to having played PuzzleQuest WAY too much), my main regret for the game is that it was pretty short. Though, for 9
Euros, it is worth it if you like the genre.. A good scenic route with single track operation for most of its length.
The included DB EMU is nice to drive and has a few scenarios for the route.

The only drawback I find is some of the speed limit markers are not in the correct places.. It's a very short game but for 99 cents
it's good for what it offers, which is an interesting twist on bullet hell shooters-it's just about staying alive and getting to the right
spots at the right times to remove the girls' clothing.
And just to be clear since some are saying this, IT IS NOT A DEEP SPACE WAIFU RIPOFF. It's mostly about survival and
not getting hit with some clever puzzle/maze-like elements thrown in to make it unique. The only real complaint I have-which is
a minor one-is there's no instructions/tutorial/explanation of how to play. I had to figure it out on my own, which wasn't too bad
as you're not shooting anything. It also doesn't last long as currently there are only 6 stages. But given it's a very new game and
hopefully still a work-in-progress maybe there will be more stages added.
For the price it's certainly worth taking a look at just for the concept. And the girls of course (there is the proverbial "nude
patch" out there, just look for how to do it in the forums).
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The game is pretty fun but not worth to buy, the game contains only one level or killing 30 out of 30 monsters. After
class\/weapon selection you have to try the weapon first or kill the first monster (confusing) before it will start the game (need
to wait a min). Well if the developer will enhance the game in terms of stage level and other stuff.. this game looks like a
amateur game developer's first project and as if it was made in 1980's. i shocked when i learned this game actually was made in
2012. it looks so old and ugly. gameplay is also not enjoyable and background music is annoying.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Bj_Eau_Ib1Y

I'm not sure what I expected from this game, but I love it way more than I thought I would. I'm already a fan of he Secret
World, and while this game is only mildly related to The Secret World, it holds up FAR better as its own game than "The Park"
did. There's a lot of replay value in finding other peopleto play against, and seeing their reactions, and hopefully we get some
updates tossed in from time to time. Well worth the, at it's most, 6 dollar price tag.. I'm a huge fan of farming sim games...
however... THIS particular game is absolutely terrible.
A HUGE let down. It's like the developers simply gave up on it. This could have been a great game, but there is just way too
much that was forgotten about before they released it. You constantly have to direct the vehicles which is tedious at the best of
times. There is no actual tutorial on the game and no help either, you have to figure it all out by trial and error and trial and error
and so on and so on. The mechanics of the game are bad. Like I said, it could have been fun, but fell very very short of being
something worth playing.. Old and boring.. The only reason I bought this is because I got suckered in while I was in shock from
grief the day my brother in law died, July 19, 2014. This was released a day earlier on the 18th. I came home on July 19th at
about 11pm, only a few hours after I had been holding his hand after he died in his hospital bed at the age of 38. I remember
sitting here looking at my screen and not even knowing where the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I was and barely able to even
function because it is the worst thing that has ever happened to me. I saw this in the store and thought wow this looks like the
Binding of Isaac but way better, because I hate that game. The $9 and screenshots, unknown dev, and everything else was a red
flag but I was out of my mind and said fk it and bought it. Any other time I would have waited to see user reviews. Buying this
is one of the biggest mistakes and was almost as traumatizing as watching my brother-in-law take his last breath. This piece of
crap should be removed from steam or have its price dropped to $2.99 at most. $9 is criminal. The controls are fine, and the
gameplay is not bad, but it can be beat in under two hours, is extremely easy, and the fact that it was made by one person really
shows in its dog crap indie genericness. It is about one-tenth of a game in terms of length and quality. It is not even close to
being considered a releasable game and never will be.

0\/10, this is a direct result of steam having no quality control whatsoever.. i think the game is very good in all and it gave me i
good scare when i played it so good job game dev and all the players who played this game will know the horrers.... to all people
who want the game make sure you mic: is on and or that you have a mic. Low reputation, low charisma, low intelligence, no one
likes me

10\/10 life simulator would play again. bad, just bad
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